[Sleep, stress, neurogenesis and driving performance].
The enormous number of traffic accidents, implying a firm place in the top three death-rate causation in most industrialised countries, has inspired the development of studies of its major cause, i.e. human behaviour. Many traffic accidents are caused by, or at least related to, inadequate mental workload and, when it is either too low (vigilance, sleepiness) or too high (stress). Poor or inadequate sleep is a frequent result of being "stressed out." Professional and commuter drivers suffering from both daytime sleepiness and stress, two main factors impairment road safety mediated by behaviours including cognitive lapses, errors, and intentional traffic violations. Previous research has shown the association between stress or excessive daytime sleepiness and crash involvement but they never considered their linkage and their similar brain action: the hippocampus, amygdala, and prefrontal cortex undergo stress or poor or inadequate sleep induced structural remodelling (neuroplasticity and neurogenensis), which alters behavioral and physiological responses which can be either adaptive or damaging.